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Money Spell 
 

Timing: A Thursday (anytime) 

Moon Phase: Waxing (so anytime between new and full) 

 

Supplies: 

• Green candle 

• Green pen 

• A cash note of any denomination  

• Either a Citrine or Tiger’s Eye crystal 

• A piece of paper 

• Basil essential oil 

• Smudging tools and a lighter 

 

The Ritual: 

1) Gather together your tools and make yourself an altar (if you don’t already have one) using a 

small table or shelf 

2) Cleanse yourself and your space with your smudging tools 

3) Cast circle or put a bubble of white light around your space 

4) Sit before your altar and light the candle. Spend a few moments thinking about what you need 

the money for then visualise yourself already having it 

5) Write down all the ways in which you can bring more money in – you are co creating with the 

Universe and need to contribute energy 

6) Anoint your money, the list and the crystal with the basil oil then chant 3 times: 

 

Money, money I call you to me 

Everything this note touches will multiply by 3 

As the Moon energy waxes 

May your light shine upon me 

And shower me with money 

As I will it, so mote it be 
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7) Close circle 

8) Put the money in your wallet and keep it in there at all times. Make sure it’s always touching 

your other notes to promote attraction 

9) Sleep with the crystal and your list under your pillow and dream the sweet dreams of your spell 

coming to fruition 

10) Do what you can daily to contribute positively to attracting money  

 

Note:  

Do your best to remain open and not think about ‘how’ the money will come to you as it could come in 

unexpected ways that you could never have imagined. Remember you are co creating with the 

Universe and the Universe might have plans you can’t see. 


